
Dimension Redution Approhes for the Statistial Analysisof NGS data
Next Generation Sequening (NGS) tehnologies are profoundly impating many do-mains of biomedial researh, ranging from basi biology to translational researh andsoon to personalized mediine. Rapid tehnologial advanes have dramatially inreasedthe throughput of sequeners, while sequening osts are falling down spetaularly. Thisalready has a strong impat in terms of developing personalized medial treatments basedon individual genomi bakgrounds. NGS raises huge hallenges to store, analyze andexploit the unpreedented wealth of data produed by urrent and upoming NGS ma-hines. New methodologial and omputational developments are needed to eluidate themultisale strutures of genomes, transriptomes and epigenomes, their relationships, andtheir variations aross individuals, from NGS data. The partiular nature of the data andthe omplexity and variety of problems addressed alls for new statistial and mahinelearning approahes, while the sale of data produed by NGS experiments, whih easilyreahes Terabytes and ontinuously inreases, alls for omputationally extremely e�-ient proedures. Although the �eld of NGS Bioinformatis is also moving quikly, it isstill in its infany with many problems remaining unsolved or alling for better solutionsthan those urrently available.One major statistial hallenge raised by NGS data is the ultra-high dimension whihrefers to the explosion of the number of reordings to be ompared with a moderate/lownumber of individuals (NGS putatively deals with as many reordings as genomi posi-tions). This urse of dimensionality requires the development of new statistial methodseven for standard questions like lustering and lassi�ation. Lasso-type methods basedon L1 penalization have reeived enormous suess these past years, due to their jointomputational and statistial e�ienies. Among di�erent strategies, fused-lasso penal-ties have been de�ned to ontrol for sparsity for spatially organized data. The develop-ment of lasso and fused-lasso methods in the ontext of aligned-based NGSdata is the entral hallenge of this PhD projet. NGS data are ounts that anbe over-dispersed, whih makes Generalized Linear Models an appropriate framework forthis purpose. Another possible researh diretion of the projet is to develop penalizedversions of Partial Least Square (PLS) methods. PLS is widely used for e�ient dimen-sion redution by ompressing variables on the basis of an empirial ovariane riterion.PLS-Lasso strategies would be an interesting diretion to ompress and selet releventbiologial features based on NGS data. 1



This projet will be part of the ABS4NGS projet reently seleted by the �investisse-ment d'avenir� all. This projet gathers a onsortium of Algorithmiians, Bioinformati-ians, Statistiians, and Biologists funded for 4 years to develop mathematial approahesfor the analysis of NGS data. The student will be based at the LBBE, Lyon, and willwork in ollaboration with Sophie Lambert-Laroix (TIMC-UPMF, Grenoble), VivianViallon (IFSTAR-ICJ, Lyon) and Frank Piard (LBBE, Lyon).
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